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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to the Staff in the Division of Corporation Finance, including John Fieldsend,
Elizabeth Murphy, Felicia Kung, Lindsay McCord, and Director Bill Hinman, for their work in developing today’s release. I
also appreciate the efforts of my colleagues in the Division of Economic and Risk Analysis, especially Director SP Kothari,
Chyhe Becker, and Tara Bhandari.

Today my colleagues propose to roll back the requirement that auditors attest to the adequacy of certain companies’ internal
controls. The proposal’s analysis of the costs of attestation is based on data that’s over a decade old, and the proposal
makes no real attempt to assess the investor-protection benefits of gatekeepers in our markets. Having conducted my own
analysis using data from today’s marketplace, it’s clear that this proposal has no apparent basis in evidence. Accordingly, I
respectfully dissent.

* * * *

In the wake of the Enron and WorldCom accounting debacles that cost American families more than $85 billion, Congress
passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, requiring companies, executives, and auditors to comply with new rules to restore public
trust in our markets. SOX changed corporate oversight across America, making directors and auditors a more independent,
meaningful check on executives.

One problem at Enron and WorldCom was that corporate insiders were free to make decisions of enormous consequence
without adequate controls to ensure those decisions were disclosed to investors. SOX took two principal steps to address
that problem. First, it required insiders to certify the company’s controls in annual reports filed with the Commission. But
Congress worried that certification alone might not deter managers from fudging the numbers, so SOX 404(b) also required
outside auditors to give an opinion on management’s claim that controls could ensure accurate disclosure to investors.[1]
The idea was that, knowing that auditors would review their work, management would be more honest about controls.

While paying auditors isn’t free, neither is fraud. And fraud is more likely when insiders are less careful about controls. That’s
why, when we roll back protections like these, we can expect the cost of capital to rise; investors will either diligence the risk
of fraud themselves or require higher returns to protect against that risk. There’s a tradeoff; and hard evidence from the
market, not ideological intuition, should tell us how to strike that balance.

One reason we’re rushing to roll back these protections is the hope that it will lead to more IPOs.[2] We have tried that
experiment before with little success—a result that is hardly surprising, since we have still not addressed the far larger tax
companies must pay to Wall Street to go public.[3] But today’s proposal provides a unique window into why those efforts
have failed. The reason is that investors know better than Washington insiders about the value of protections like Section
404(b).

The proposal rolls back 404(b) only for smaller companies on the theory that these are the firms for which the costs of
attestation are most burdensome. But it’s equally possible that these are the firms—high-growth companies where the risk,
and consequences, of fraud are greatest—where the benefits of the auditor’s presence are highest. The proposal uses
decade-old data to examine the costs of attestation and makes no serious effort to evaluate the benefits. So my Office
conducted an original analysis that shows, for two reasons, why this proposal has little basis in evidence from today’s
marketplace.
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First, the proposal’s analysis of the costs of Section 404(b) relies heavily on a study using data from 2004 to show that
companies with a public float under $75 million—the level under which auditor attestation is not required—seemed to
“bunch” under that threshold.[4] In other words, in 2004, companies and their investors found ways to keep their public float
beneath the threshold—suggesting that the costs of 404(b) were meaningful for those companies:[5]

Figure 1. Potential “Bunching” of Public Float Under 404(b) Threshold Based on 2004 Data[6]

If that were still true in today’s markets, that would offer some basis for this proposal. But it’s not. The proposal makes no
effort to update these studies, simply claiming that old data is enough basis for new rules.[7] So I replicated the 2004 study
using today’s data and found no evidence of bunching:[8]

Figure 2. No “Bunching” of Public Float Levels Based on 2017 Data



While the costs of Section 404(b) might have driven the decisions of small firms and their investors fifteen years ago, they
don’t do so today.[9] That makes sense, since Commissioners have worried aloud about these costs since SOX became law,
and we have taken several steps to minimize them.[10] That’s why, in 2011, the Office of our Chief Accountant examined the
costs of the attestation requirement and reported to the Commission that there was no longer any “specific evidence that
[any savings from rolling back 404(b)] would justify the loss of investor protections.”[11] I cannot see why we should
disregard our Staff’s careful recommendation without updating our evidence for today’s markets.

Second, because this proposal makes no serious attempt to evaluate the benefits of attestation, my Office produced an
original analysis on that question, too. We examined how investors react to news of an internal control failure in two groups
of companies: those that would receive a rollback of 404(b) under today’s proposals and those who would not. The evidence
is striking. The data show we are proposing today to roll back 404(b) for exactly the group of companies where investors
care about the benefits of auditor attestation most:[12]

Figure 3. Stock Price Reactions to Disclosures of Material Weakness

That result has many possible explanations, all of which are worth considering. One is that investors are concerned that
companies of this size are particularly prone to accounting issues.[13] But whatever the reason, the data show that investors
care most about the information produced by the attestation requirement at exactly the firms that today’s proposal would
exempt from Section 404(b). The views of the ordinary American investors who put their savings at risk in these companies
deserve far more weight than this proposal gives them.

* * * *

Today’s proposal makes no attempt to grapple with evidence about the costs and benefits of auditor attestation from today’s
markets. Instead, my colleagues propose to resolve a decade-old policy debate with evidence from another era. While the
costs of Section 404(b) might have driven the public float of small firms fifteen years ago, there is no evidence of that today.
And investors’ decisions in today’s markets tell us that the firms that would not be required to obtain auditor attestation under
this proposal are exactly the companies in which investors value it most.

I am grateful to the Staff for their work on this proposal. We hope this evidence will be helpful as the marketplace, Staff, and
my colleagues consider whether rolling back Section 404(b) is truly in the interest of investors. And I look forward to hearing
from commentators about how the proposal can be improved in ways that would reflect an evidence-driven approach to
these critical questions.
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